Comparison of the mutations induced by p-benzoquinone, a benzene metabolite, in human and mouse cells.
Benzene is one of the chemicals widely contaminating the environment. Benzene is suggested to be a human leukemogen. When benzene is absorbed in the human body, it is metabolized firstly in the liver and subsequently in the bone marrow where it provokes initiation of leukemia. In the present study, we analyzed mutations induced by p-benzoquinone (p-BQ), a benzene metabolite, in human cells using a shuttle vector plasmid pMY189, and compared frequencies, types and spectra of the mutations with those of the mutations previously revealed in mouse cells using a similar plasmid pNY200. We found that p-BQ induces mutations in human and mouse cells at similar frequencies but with different types of mutagenesis. The proportion of tandem base mutations was significantly lower in human cells than in mouse cells. Most base substitutions were induced in G:C base pairs in both human and mouse cells. However, the proportion of G:C-->C :G transversion is significantly higher in human cells. These findings indicate that the p-BQ-induced DNA damage in human and mouse cells is processed in a different manner, and that extrapolation of mice findings on experimental benzene carcinogenesis to human cancer risk assessment should be conducted carefully.